
KNWC AM/FM; KRGM-FM QUARTERLY ISSUES / PROGRAMS LIST AND REPORT 

 

  

  

  

 July-September 2022 

   

   

 

#1 -      Foster Care Families in South Dakota 

#2 -     Parenting Teens in a changing world 

#3 -    Financial Planning and Budgeting  

#4 -    Suicide Awareness and ongoing issues 

 

#5 -    Sioux Falls Homelessness 

#6      Helping Domestic Violence Victims 

 

The above issues, determined at the beginning of the quarter to be issues in need of coverage, were aired during this quarter in the following Program Segment 

formats:   If the relevancy of other issues becomes evident as the quarter progresses, those issues would be added.  

  

Afternoons with Bill Arnold:  (AWB) Local.  Two-hour program with host Bill Arnold aired on AM M-F 4p-6p 

Breakpoint (BP) - Updates both current events and issues relevant to  culture, family,  and the church.  AM 7:26a M-F 

Connecting Faith:  (CF) Local.  One hour program with host Carmen LaBerge aired on AM M-F 12p – 1p 

Early Morning Late Show (EMLS) Local. Various guest hosts a 2-hour program with local news and relevant community information AM M-F 6a-8a   

Live the Promise:  (LTP) Local.  Two hour program with host Susie Larson aired on AM M-F 3p – 5p 

Life Connection: (LifeCon) Local. Public Affairs. The 6 minute version airs on FM Saturdays at 7:00AM.  The Full interview (20 minutes) airs on AM 

Saturdays at 7:00AM 

Mornings with Carmen Leberge (MCL) Local. Host Carmen LaBerge. Various guest hosts a two-hour program with local news and relevant community 

information AM M-F 6a-8a;  

Susie Larson Live (SLL) Local.  One hour program with host Susie Larson aired on AM M-F 3p-4p 

  



 
Following is a description of program treatment of the above-listed issues.  This was the most significant programming treatment of the issues during the quarter. The listing is by no means exhaustive.   

 

ISSUES PRO-

GRAM 

DATE TIME LENGTH AM/ 

FM 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

BUSINESS MCL 07-Sep 6:00 a 2 hours  AM  Bill English - Bible and Business The Great Resignation gives way to Great Regret: about 70% 

of mid- to large-sized companies experimenting with hybrid work schedules have said they want 

employees back in the office for a set number of days each week. But many workers aren't so sure 

-- and are increasingly seeking new opportunities where the leniency will last   

BUSINESS MCL 20-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Bill English - Bible and Business Doing business in increasingly hostile times?  Starbucks is 

closing more stores for security reasons 

BUSINESS MCL 20-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Bill English - Bible and Business Doing business in increasingly hostile times?  Starbucks is 

closing more stores for security reasons 

CULTURAL/ CURRENT 

EVENTS 

MCL 22-Aug 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Adam Carrington - Hillsdale College College Students:  almost half say NO dorm mates from 

‘across the aisle”: NYT Opinion Piece:  The Constitution is too conservative.  We need to get rid 

of it The Sexual Revolution has hurt women: 

CULTURAL/FAITH MCL 11-Aug 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Ben Johnson - The Rights Writer / Senior Reporter/Editor - The Washington Stand Can we have a 

brick laying conversation about cultivating and applying the mind of Christ to the matters of the 

day?   

CULTURE MCL 02-Aug 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement Who should lead healthy conversations 

around our difficult challenges?  What is the right role of the government in terms of the support 

of parents and children? How Much Should I Spend on My Elderly Pet? 

CULTURE/FAITH  SLL 18-Jul 3 p  55 min. AM Cultural trends can be very persuasive. But when culture doesn’t align with the truth of the 

Bible, we must be ready to stand firm. author and pastor Matthew Maher; shared about his work 

to promote Truth Over Trend – encouraging you to not allow the trends of culture around you to 

speak louder than the truth of Christ within you 

CULTURE/RELIGION  MCL 15-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Daniel DeWitt - Theolatte blog / Sen Fellow, Southwest Baptist University Not Caring is the 

Greater Pride: Debunking Christianity? 

CULTURE/RELIGION  MCL 15-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Daniel DeWitt - Theolatte blog / Sen Fellow, Southwest Baptist University Not Caring is the 

Greater Pride: Debunking Christianity? 

CULTURE/SOCIAL 

MEDIA 

MCL 08-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Chris Martin - Terms of Service Blog Tik Tok and Privacy Concerns: Meanwhile:  Apple’s 

“extreme” Lockdown Mode: Big Tech and the reversal of Roe: 

 CURRENT EVENTS MCL 02-Sep  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World Magazine Judge protects ER doctors’ Conscience 

Rights Wake up call for “Stop Woke” Act: Photographer can’t be forced to video a SS wedding 

Maine Religious Schools shun state funds in spite of court victory 



CURRENT EVENTS MCL 25-Jul  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Adam Carrington - Hillsdale College Updates on attacks on churches and pro-life pregnancy 

centers? Bill passed by the House codifying the Supreme Court’s redefinition of marriage in the 

Obergefell case. What do you expect to happen in the Senate and how should Christians respond? 

What do we need to know about the new electoral reform unveiled late last week by Senators 

Collins and Manchin? 

EDUCATION/FAITH  MCL 29-Aug 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Tara Cole - author, Everyday Prayers for the School Year Book: Everyday Prayers for the School 

Year Million praying moms? The interactive format of the devo?  Finding wise friends? 

Teachers… Bullies… 

EDUCATION/FAMILY  SLL 11-Aug  

 

3 p  55 min. AM Pamela Nelson addressed ways you can help your children and grandchildren prepare for the 

upcoming school year. 

EMPLOYMENT /FAITH  SLL 05-Sep 3 p  55 min. AM Author Os Hillman shared how you can speak blessings over your professional life, succeed at 

work, and uphold your Christian values while on the clock. He’ll unpack his book, “Thirty-One 

Decrees of Blessing for Your Work Life” 

ENTERTAINMENT/REC

REATION 
MCL 15-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Adam Holz - Plugged In Reviews:  Where the Crawdads Sing  Paws of Fury:  The Legend of 

Hank Marvel has issues with God..Ms. Marvel and Muslim viewers  An Atheist does a movie 

about “gods.” 

ENTERTAINMENT/REC

REATION 

MCL 15-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Adam Holz - Plugged In Reviews:  Where the Crawdads Sing  Paws of Fury:  The Legend of 

Hank Marvel has issues with God..Ms. Marvel and Muslim viewers  An Atheist does a movie 

about “gods.” 

Financial Planning and 

Budgeting 

LifeCon 6-Aug 7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Neil Stavem talked with Shannon Doyle of Lutheran Social Service Financial 

Counseling.  They discussed the importance of planning a budget and then sticking to it.  

Also discussed credit scores and the pitfalls of too much credit card debt. 

Financial Planning and 

Budgeting 

LifeCon 3-Sep 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/

FM 

Brad Peterson talked with South Dakota BBB, Jessie Schmidt talked about recent 

airline mayhem is creating more openings for online fraud. With staff shortages, high 

prices and flight cancellations, air travel is an easy target. The Better Business Bureau 

has issued a warning about a new scam trend they’re seeing pop up around the country. 

They say scammers are cashing in on our flight frustrations, creating third party sites 

where you can buy tickets at discounted prices. With soaring fares, it sounds too good 

to be true. It is, and it only gets worse. After you book and pay, BBB says a fake 

customer service representative may give you a ring or send you an email saying you 

have to pay an extra charge to complete the booking. In other instances, they're hearing 

from folks that say a faux customer service rep will reach out and say that the flight you 

booked just got cancelled, so you need to pay something else to rebook.  Schmidt 

recommended using a travel agent, too. We also discussed texting scams of items 

purchased and the scammers want you to confirm it was you. 



Financial Planning and 

Budgeting 

LifeCon 17-Sep 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Joe Smith of Shift Garage.  They discussed their ministry of 

repairing vehicles for just the cost of parts for the needy and those dealing with poverty 

in Sioux Falls.  Also discussed the incentive of having their clients take a financial 

planning on budgeting class so they can plan and repair for vehicle maintenance. 

Financial Planning and 

Budgeting 

LifeCon 6-Aug 7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Neil Stavem talked with Shannon Doyle of Lutheran Social Service Financial 

Counseling.  They discussed the importance of planning a budget and then sticking to it.  

Also discussed credit scores and the pitfalls of too much credit card debt. 

Financial Planning and 

Budgeting 

LifeCon 3-Sep 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/

FM 

Brad Peterson talked with South Dakota BBB, Jessie Schmidt talked about recent 

airline mayhem is creating more openings for online fraud. With staff shortages, high 

prices and flight cancellations, air travel is an easy target. The Better Business Bureau 

has issued a warning about a new scam trend they’re seeing pop up around the country. 

They say scammers are cashing in on our flight frustrations, creating third party sites 

where you can buy tickets at discounted prices. With soaring fares, it sounds too good 

to be true. It is, and it only gets worse. After you book and pay, BBB says a fake 

customer service representative may give you a ring or send you an email saying you 

have to pay an extra charge to complete the booking. In other instances, they're hearing 

from folks that say a faux customer service rep will reach out and say that the flight you 

booked just got cancelled, so you need to pay something else to rebook.  Schmidt 

recommended using a travel agent, too. We also discussed texting scams of items 

purchased and the scammers want you to confirm it was you. 

Financial Planning and 

Budgeting 

LifeCon 17-Sep 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Joe Smith of Shift Garage.  They discussed their ministry of 

repairing vehicles for just the cost of parts for the needy and those dealing with poverty 

in Sioux Falls.  Also discussed the incentive of having their clients take a financial 

planning on budgeting class so they can plan and repair for vehicle maintenance. 

Foster Care Families in 

South Dakota 

LifeCon 9-Jul 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM

/ 

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Lori Gill, Secretary of the South Dakota Department of Socisl 

Services.  They discussed the need and goal of recruiting 1000 families in the state to 

become foster parents.  Also discussed the qualifications and how a family can find out 

more about the need. 

Foster Care Families in 

South Dakota 

LifeCon 9-Jul 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM

/ 

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Lori Gill, Secretary of the South Dakota Department of Socisl 

Services.  They discussed the need and goal of recruiting 1000 families in the state to 

become foster parents.  Also discussed the qualifications and how a family can find out 

more about the need. 

HEALTH  SLL 20-Sep 3 p  55 min. AM Dr. Jill Carnahan is both a functional and medical doctor with a miraculous story of healing from 

cancer and additional diagnoses. Dr. Jill offered hope for your health journey and answer your 

biggest health and medical questions. 

HEALTH SLL 09-Aug  3 p  55 min. AM Did you know that your poor oral health can impact your energy level, your heart function, and 

more? Your oral health is strongly connected to your overall health; Talked to Dr. Lane Freeman 

about the importance of oral and overall health 



HEALTH SLL 28-Jul 3 p  55 min. AM Functional medicine expert Dr. Troy Spurrill and trauma surgeon Dr. Tom Blee. When is 

surgery the best option? Or is there a better way to tackle your health issue? 

HEALTH  SLL 07-Jul  3 p  55 min. AM Internal medicine doctor and author Dr. Saundra Dalton-Smith shared the importance of rest 

from her book “Sacred Rest: Recover Your Life, Renew Your Energy, Restore Your Sanity.” 

Shared how to set boundaries and embrace rest without feeling guilty. 

HEALTH  SLL 08-Jul  3 p  55 min. AM Our physical health is so important and when we are not physically well, it impacts our daily 

lives, and often our faith. And even doctors need to find healing. General Surgeon Dr. Tom Blee 

and pastor Dr. John Turnipseed talked some of their own stories of struggles and healing in their 

lives as well as encouraging patient stories. 

HEALTH/LIFESTYLE MCL 15-Aug 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Dr. Linda Mintel How To Have a “Good Fight” Ways to Stop Being Anxious: Letting Go of 

Worry – book 

HEALTH/LIFESTYLE  MCL 05-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Dr. Bret Nicks - Christian Medical & Dental Association Marijuana getting out of hand: Monkey 

Pox: MDA’s response to Dobbs decision: Miscarriages and ectopic pregnancy: Abortion Pill / 

Chemical Abortions…the dangers/concerns: 

HEALTH/LIFESTYLE  SLL 08-Sep 3 p  55 min. AM Spiritual Director Pamela Nelson discussed the importance of practicing self-compassion, how 

to handle your grief, and finding purpose in your current season of life no matter what season 

you’re in. Your emotional health matters, and when you take care of yourself, you’ll be better 

equipped to care for others as well! 

HEALTH/LIFESTYLE SLL 23-Aug  

26-Jul  

3 p  55 min. AM Dr. Jill Carnahan is both a functional and medical doctor with a miraculous story of healing from 

cancer and additional diagnoses hope for your health journey and answer your biggest health and 

medical questions 

Helping Domestic 

Violence Victims 

LifeCon 23-Jul 7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Brad Peterson talked with Pastor Deb Rensink of Love, Hope and Joy Shop Church In 

Sioux Center, Iowa is our guest. She talked about an upcoming fundraiser for the 

organization. Pastor Rensink shared the ministry is created to empower women and 

children who have become survivors of domestic violence. She said the ministry 

focuses on providing spiritual care to the survivors and families, to those working 

alongside survivors too and educating pastors, lay leaders and congregations about 

domestic violence. 

Helping Domestic 

Violence Victims 

LifeCon 23-Jul 7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Brad Peterson talked with Pastor Deb Rensink of Love, Hope and Joy Shop Church In 

Sioux Center, Iowa is our guest. She talked about an upcoming fundraiser for the 

organization. Pastor Rensink shared the ministry is created to empower women and 

children who have become survivors of domestic violence. She said the ministry 

focuses on providing spiritual care to the survivors and families, to those working 

alongside survivors too and educating pastors, lay leaders and congregations about 

domestic violence. 
MENTAL HEALTH   MCL 05-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Matthew Sleeth - author, Hope Always September is Suicide Prevention Month As a physician 

and minister, Dr. Matthew Sleeth believes that people of faith should be the first to offer hope. 

Yet almost no church- goer has EVER heard a sermon on suicide prevention preached from the 

pulpit. 



MILITARY  SLL 20-Jul  3 p  55 min. AM Military veteran and Engage Your Destiny CEO Ben Peterson shared about his important work 

helping active and veteran military personnel to serve and return to civilian life with mentorship, 

physical, psychological, and spiritual care. 

Parenting Teens in a 

Changing World 

LifeCon 16-Jul 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/ 

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Tom Henderson, founder of ResGen ministries.  They discussed 

the important role that fathers play in their teenagers lives.  They also discussed an 

upcoming father-teenager golf event designed to bring Dads and their teenagers 

together. 

Parenting Teens in a 

Changing world 

LifeCon 24-Sep 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Amanda Barton and Roget Shepherd with Child Evangelism 

Fellowship.  They talked about the ministry of sharing the Gospel with children.  Also 

discussed the ministry opportunity for teenagers during the summer months to conduct 

and lead backyard Bible clubs. 

Parenting Teens in a 

Changing World 

LifeCon 16-Jul 7am 20min/6 

min 

AM/ 

FM 

Jeff Rupp talked with Tom Henderson, founder of ResGen ministries.  They discussed 

the important role that fathers play in their teenagers lives.  They also discussed an 

upcoming father-teenager golf event designed to bring Dads and their teenagers 

together. 
POLICAL / CULTURE  MCL 05-Jul 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement SCOTUS Limits EPA’s power to limit 

carbon emissions: Alabama cites abortion ruling in trans medicine case: A Marshall Plan for a 

Post-Roe World 

POLITCAL  MCL 23-Aug 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Mark Caleb Smith - Cedarville University Americans self-silencing: Shifting sands…one 

lawmaker leaving the GOP, third party popularity, growing discontent for 60% of Americans who 

are not on the political far right or far left.  Purple Politics Could Keep the Senate Blue 

POLITCIAL  SLL 22-Sep 

18-Aug 

21-Jul  

3 p  55 min. AM Author and public policy expert Thann Bennett discussed valuable insights and perspective from 

Capitol Hill 

POLITICAL MCL 15-Aug  6:00 a 2 hours  AM John Bradley - Lamia Afghan Foundation 1-Year Anniversary of Afghanistan Taliban  - the year 

since the withdrawal, Over the last year, the country's economy has imploded An economy in 

peril, Aid groups say their biggest challenge The Taliban promised the world  

POLITICAL MCL 11-Jul  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Adam Carrington - Hillsdale College EU condemns SCOTUS’ Dobbs decision: Little Trust in 

Institutions…. The disintermediation of everything Is Mitt Romney right and if so, what do we 

do? 

POLITICAL MCL 11-Jul  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Adam Carrington - Hillsdale College EU condemns SCOTUS’ Dobbs decision: Little Trust in 

Institutions…. The disintermediation of everything Is Mitt Romney right and if so, what do we 

do? 

POLITICAL  MCL 06-JuL 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Daniel Bennett - John Brown U / Uneasy Citizenship blog Why can’t the middle ground gain 

traction in US Politics: Jan 6th Commission continues their hearings: 

POLITICAL/CULTURE MCL 16-Sep  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World Magazine  Ruling Could Curb Calif. Assisted 

Suicide Law WI Parents push back against school LGBTQ guidance:  WA ban upheld against 

Counselors talking with Minors regarding unwanted SSA/Gender Dysphoria: Supreme Court 

Rules 5-4 Yeshiva University Must Recognize LGBTQ Campus Group 



POLITICAL/CULTURE MCL 08-Jul  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World News Group Talking about Religion is not 

Harassment: Iowa Jailer Fired for Christian Views: Florida Stop Woke Law Takes Effect: 

SCOTUS Term Review:  A Banner Term for Religious Liberty: 

POLITICAL/CULTURE MCL 16-Sep  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World Magazine  Ruling Could Curb Calif. Assisted 

Suicide Law WI Parents push back against school LGBTQ guidance:  WA ban upheld against 

Counselors talking with Minors regarding unwanted SSA/Gender Dysphoria: Supreme Court 

Rules 5-4 Yeshiva University Must Recognize LGBTQ Campus Group 

POLITICAL/CULTURE MCL 08-Jul  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World News Group Talking about Religion is not 

Harassment: Iowa Jailer Fired for Christian Views: Florida Stop Woke Law Takes Effect: 

SCOTUS Term Review:  A Banner Term for Religious Liberty: 

RECREATION/ENTERT

AINMENT  

MCL 02-Sep 6:00 a 2 hours  AM Adam Holz - Plugged In Tease Reviews:  Lord of the Rings:  the Rings of Power Ashley Judd:  

The Right to Keep Private Pain Private:  

And…” who are you wearing?”  Serena Williams is wearing Nike We’re tired of agendas in our 

movies Entertainment, Worldview & Your Family Social media etiquette:  

RELIGION MCL 29-Jul  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Mary Jo Sharp - author, Why I Still Believe a former atheist’s reckoning with the bad reputation 

Christians give a good God 

RELIGION MCL 20-Jul  6:00 a 2 hours  AM Guillaume Bignon - author, Confessions of a French Atheist How God Hijacked My Quest to 

Disprove the Christian Faith   

Sioux Falls 

Homelessness 

LifeCon 27-

Aug 

7am 20min/ 6 

min  

AM/

FM 

Audio excerpts from the Sioux Falls Homeless Task force was aired.  Featured 

testimony from Janet Kittams with the Helpline Center.  She discussed the growing 

number of mental health related calls.  She also took questions from members of the 

task force. 

Sioux Falls 

Homelessness 

LifeCon 27-

Aug 

7am 20min/ 6 

min  

AM/

FM 

Audio excerpts from the Sioux Falls Homeless Task force was aired.  Featured 

testimony from Janet Kittams with the Helpline Center.  She discussed the growing 

number of mental health related calls.  She also took questions from members of the 

task force. 

Suicide Awareness and 

Ongoing Issues 

LifeCon 13-

Aug 

7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Neil Stavem talked with Daniel Reidenberg from the SAVE organization.  They talked 

about the importance of recognizing the possible signs in which someone may be 

depressed and be contemplating suicide.  Also discussed the importance of asking for 

help and reaching out to those who are in need. 

Suicide Awareness and 

Ongoing Issues 

LifeCon 13-

Aug 

7am 20min/ 

6min 

AM/

FM 

Neil Stavem talked with Daniel Reidenberg from the SAVE organization.  They talked 

about the importance of recognizing the possible signs in which someone may be 

depressed and be contemplating suicide.  Also discussed the importance of asking for 

help and reaching out to those who are in need. 



YOUTH / MENTAL 

HEALTH  

SLL 19-Sep 3 p  55 min. AM Julie Nelson Treehouse Supporting teens in our communities has always been important as they 

explore and develop their own worldview. But today’s teens face an even more bleak outlook 

that has led to an increase in mental health crises. Julie Nelson and faith-based Treehouse 

organization employee Destiny Maxwell had an important conversation about mental health and 

what we can do to help. 

 

 

KNWC AM provides SRN World & National News :3 min at top of every hour  

KNWC-FM 96.5 provides:     

Weather 1 times per hour 24/7 7 days a week 

Local news 2 times an hour between 6:00 am and 9:00 am and as warranted the rest of the day 

 

The news managers at KNWC consider the following issues as priorities (ascertainment sources listed) for issue-related programming for the following quarter.   

 

 

#1 -     Sioux Falls Mayor Update 

#2 -    Summer weather recap and Winter weather preparedness 

#3 -    Sioux Falls Economic Development   

#4 -     Sioux Falls City Council Update 

 

#5 -     Helping those in Need in Sioux Falls 

  

If the relevancy of other issues becomes evident as the quarter progresses, those issues would be added. 

 
ABORTION dangers of:  personal stories, how to prevent; etc. 

CHARITIES  local charitable organizations helping people in the community with various issues  

DISABLITIES how to cope; how to help; care giving, special needs children; life-altering injuries, etc.  

ECONOMICS handling of ; misuse of; getting out of debt; etc. 

EDUCATION Bringing aware to the issues of education in the community, etc.  

EMERGENCY ISSUES relief for victims of natural disasters; local disaster relief, etc. 



ENVIRONMENT how to save energy, use fewer resources 

FAMILY & CHILDREN ISSUES help for disadvantaged families and children 

HEALTH LIFESTYLES eating behaviors/disorders, obesity, addictions; prevention of disease; etc. 

IMMIGRATION helping immigrants; illegal immigrant issues; etc. 

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY case stories, how to prevent; teaching teens; etc. 

LOCAL ISSUES coal power plant; casino, etc. 

MARRIAGE/DIVORCE building healthy marriages, preventing divorce/affairs/ how to handle/ impact on; etc. 

MONEY handling of ; misuse of; getting out of debt; etc. 

POVERTY where to find help, how to help those in need 

PUBLIC HEALTH SAFETY  bringing awareness to the of issues that affect the health and safety of the community 

RACE racial retaliation; hate crimes; discrimination; etc. 

RECREATION bringing awareness to the public of recreation events happening in the community 

RELIGION Information regarding religious and spiritual issues, etc.  

SENIOR CITIZENS information regarding the aging; retirement, health etc. 

SEXUAL ISSUES sexual crimes; homosexuality; teaching children about sex; etc. 

UNEMPLOYMENT/EMPLOYMENT Coping, finding assistance, help re-entering work force 

WOMEN’S ISSUES discrimination; workplace issues; etc. 

 

A list of programs that have provided the station’s most significant treatment of community issues.  The list shall include a brief narrative describing what issues 

were given significant treatment and the programming that provided this treatment.   

 


